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28th January 2022
We CELEBRATE children for showing progress in their learning and for shining in a particular area.
Our Super STARS of the Week:
Owls: Poppy for always showing fabulous Diamond Power as well as Ruby Power when organising resources
and helping others to be organized. You are proactive!
Oaks: Charlie-Rose for super Emerald Power effort with all her work!
Acorns: Florence W for using an incredible amount of Super Sapphire Power to persevere and improve in all
areas of her learning. Especially in her handwriting which is always neat and consistent, and is a fantastic example of all her hard work paying off!
Bluebells Reception: Felix for showing Excellent Emerald Power by using his ‘Fred Fingers’ to help him to spell
words and using finger spaces to create super sentences.
Our Wonderful WRITERS of the Week:
Owls: Livvy for showing adventurous Emerald Power when experimenting with new vocabulary and writing accurate spellings in her persuasive text.
Oaks: Jack I for super Emerald Power in his listening comprehension on George’s Marvelous Concoction.
Acorns: Billy H for using his Super Sapphire Power to stay focused and produce some fantastic sentences that
include capital letters, full stops and finger spaces!
Our Marvellous MATHEMATICIANS of the Week:
Owls: Lily for using Adventurous Emerald Power to learn a new method of doing long multiplication. You did it,
Lily!
Oaks: Maggie excellent Emerald Power in math's in using written multiplication methods.
Acorns: Bethan for using her Excellent Emerald Power to persevere in learning how to use a bar model to help
her with division problems.
Our Roarsome READERS of the Week:
Owls: Jake for showing fantastic Emerald Power when answering questions about a text in RIC.
Oaks: Jack R-A for amazing Sapphire Power in continuing to read avidly and with expression!
Acorns: Willow for using her Super Sapphire Power to stay focused on her learning, and to master her red
words each week in her phonics lessons!

